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ABSTRACT: Internet of Things devices are intended to infiltrate fundamentally all aspects of life, including homes 
and urban spaces, in use cases such as health care, assisted living, and smart cities. One often suggested solution for 
dealing with the huge amount of data collected by these devices and contribution services on top of them is the 
federation of the Internet of Things and cloud computing.To address this vital issue and for this reason, recognise the 
cloud-primarily based Internet ofThings for aimplication of different utility areas, we present comprehensive approach 
to privacy in this anticipated setting. We permit an individual user to enforce all her privacy requirements earlier than 
any sensitive data is uploaded to the cloud, permit designers of cloud services to combine privacy capability already 
into the improved method of cloud services, and offer users an obvious and adaptable interface for configuring their 
privacy requirements. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is the imaginative and prescient of interconnecting a very large amount of smart things 
(IoTgadgets), making its way into nearly all factors of everydayexistence. Typical examples for the estimated 
deployment ofIoT structures for end-customers consist of, however, aren't restricted to,pervasive fitness care assisted 
residing, and smart cities [1],[2]. IoT devices are frequently restrained in their computationaland storage resources and 
are probably powered by using a battery.Additionally, they may be mobile or lose connectivityand therefore cannot be 
assumed to be continually available. Toovercome these constraints, it seems herbal to leverage theelastic and constantly 
available resources of the cloud [3]–[7].Cloud solutions simplify storage and processing of accrueddata, usage of equal 
information inside several offerings, in addition tocombining information from several customers and assisting 
consumer mobilitywithout data fragmentation over several databases.While important sensors and cloud solutions 
already existnowadays, consumer popularity of the sort of comprehensive solutionstays an important thing [2], [8]–
[10]. Especially, a consumer’sprivateness can be the situation to a wide range of threats, notablyfor an extensively 
deployed gadget. Hence, it's miles vital to make certainusers’ datacontrol – optionally being able to feed, e.g., inside 
thecontext of pervasive healthcare, health higher than privatenessin an emergency. This is simplest viable through 
anchoring privatenesscomponents in the system itself, orientated at customers’ demands. 
 
However, cloud services are typically not developed solely for one specificuser but instead target a large group of 
heterogeneous customers [13]. Hence,it is infeasible to decide on all privacy aspects already during the developmentof 
a cloud service as privacy by design might suggest. Instead, in order for usersto accept such a service, privacy choices 
must be left to the user. This, however,significantly increases the complexity of designing and developing cloud 
servicesand at the same time puts a tremendous burden on the user who often hasno awareness of the (technical) 
consequences of her privacy choices. Therefore,we strive to encompass domains, end-users as well as service 
provider’sperspective with our comprehensive understanding of cloud-based IoT services.In this paper, we present 
UPECSI, our solution for User-driven PrivacyEnforcement for Cloud-based Services in the IoT. UPECSI takes a 
comprehensive approach to privacy for the cloud-based IoT by providing an integratedsolution for privacy enforcement 
that focuses on individual end-users and developers of cloud services at the same time. UPECSI consists of several 
technicalcomponents and organizational processes. More specifically, with UPECSI, wepresent the following core 
contributions: i) individual, user-driven enforcement of privacy requirements already before any potentially sensitive 
data ishanded over to the cloud, ii) a novel technique for designing and implementingcloud-based services that 
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integrate privacy functionality into the developmentprocess, and iii) an easy to understand, flexible, and transparent 
approach forusers of different privacy expertise to configure their individual privacy settings. These contributions of 
our comprehensive approach to privacy in thecloud-based IoT allow us to lay the foundation for bringing the IoT and 
cloudcomputing together in a user-accepted fashion. 
 

II.LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
Securely outsourcing data, which is collected by smalldevices, to the cloud has already been proposed by relatedwork. 
For example, Lounis et al. [17] provide a secure cloudbased solution for health care data, while the SensorCloudproject 
[3]–[5], [7], [18], [19] aims at providing a secureinfrastructure for realizing services which operate on allkinds of 
sensor data. Although these approaches focuson security aspects, they do not address privacy concernsbeyond 
providing confidentiality and access control.In domains, IoT and cloud computing, solutions forpreserving privacy 
have been proposed. Examples for theIoT domain include the privacy-preserving computation ofstatistical values on 
health care data [20] and a context-awaresystem for assisted living and residential monitoring [21]. Toensure privacy in 
cloud computing, solutions ranging fromannotating data with fine-grained privacy obligations [10]to using tamper-
proof hardware components for realizingprivacy-aware data storage and processing [22] have beenproposed. Although 
these approaches present techniques forpreserving privacy in the IoT and the cloud, we are notaware of a 
comprehensive approach for providing privacy inthe combination of the two to support users and developersin using or, 
resp., designing services in a privacy-aware way. 
 
A large number of approaches aim at securing health data when it is outsourced to the cloud. One of the first 
approaches in this direction was proposedby Lounis et al. [36]. In their work, they particularly focus on guaranteeing 
confidentiality and integrity of outsourced medical data with minimum managementand processing overheads. 
Thilakanathan et al. [37] proposed a platform thatrealizes mobile telecare by allowing doctors to remotely monitor 
patients. Forthis, they rely on the cloud as a central data storage which requires them totake special care of security, 
confidentiality, and access revocation. In a similar context, Li et al. [38] and Liu et al. [21] proposed approaches for 
realizingthe scalable and secure sharing of personal health records (PHRs) using thecloud. In order to secure the health 
records in this setting, they make use ofattribute-based encryption respectively signcryption. 
 

III.APPROACHES  

 
Network Scenario: Based on our application areas, we derived the following network scenario forrealizing cloud-
based services for the IoT which is depicted in Figure 1. As wefocus on the privacy aspects of the integration of the IoT 
with cloud computing,our network scenario follows a user-centric view. Each user (U) of our systemowns and thus 
operates one or more IoT devices (D), often also referred toas smart objects. Following the definition of Gubbi et al. 
[17], we considerIoT devices that sense information from the environment, interact with thephysical world, and most 
importantly allow communication using traditionalInternet standards. Typical examples for IoT devices in our 
application areasrange from sensitive floors for movement monitor and fall detection in homeenvironments and smart 
textiles (e.g., shirts, wristbands, or shoes) monitoringvarious vital parameters and connected to emergency notification 
systems toadvanced devices capable of monitoring specialized implants, such as artificialcardiac pacemakers (ACP). 
 

 
 

Figure 1: An individual user (U) operates one or more IoT networks (N). The IoT devices(D) in these networks send 
data to the cloud via a gateway (GW). The cloud stores data indifferent databases and provides it to services (S), as 

well as emergency services (ES), whichare provided by service developers (SD) and were authorized to access data by 
the user. 

 
Privacy Concerns of End-users: The data collected by IoT devices often consists of sensitive informationthat 
unauthorized third parties might be interested in [2]. For example, as oneof our application areas is (public) mobility 
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assistance, information collectedby a car-based telematics system might be extremely valuable for insurancecompanies, 
as this knowledge could be used to increase a person’s fee or even deny a new contract. Additionally, not only the 
sensed data itself but alsocorresponding meta information might be considered sensitive, especiallywhen thinking of 
location privacy, where location fixes and/or time stampscollected by GPS, wireless networks, or NFC tags are 
considered importantmeta information. Hence, users often do not want to reveal the data collectedby their IoT devices 
to any third parties. 

Even more privacy concerns and issues arise when outsourcing this data tothe cloud. The major concern of 
end-users in this setting is the perceived loss ofcontrol over data when it is outsourced to the cloud [11, 12]. Hence, 
providersof cloud-based services must explicitly commit themselves to guarantee confidentiality and protection of the 
stored and processed data, because otherwise,an adoption barrier consequently is likely to appear for the data owner 
due toher individual concerns. Such individual concerns mainly result from the factthat there is no control or at least 
transparency over the access to this data and,hence, data might be handed over to third parties or misused for 
unintendedpurposes [12]. Due to these concerns, end-users ultimately tend to refrain fromusing cloud-based services 
for (highly) sensitive data such as health-related information, for instance stored and shared by cloud-based personal 
health records(PHRs) systems. 
 
Privacy Considerations of Service Providers: Notably, considering end-user’s privacy concerns is not only important 
for researchers, but at least equally relevant for service providers. If service providers do not address the above depicted 
concerns adequately, they have to expect severe undesired consequences, ranging from the complete nonacceptance of 
their service to extremely costly lawsuits. Additional to these lawsuits, which mainly target private law issues between 
individual end-users and service providers, service providers also have to follow several legal restrictions. This 
becomes especially important when the realization of service functionality is outsourced to the cloud. One legal 
restriction that is considered extremely challenging with respect to the cloud and that also raises severe concerns ofend-
users, is the transfer, storage, and processing of customer data across legislative boundaries. 
 

VI.CONCLUSION 
 

The Federation of the Internet of Things and cloud computing with all itsadvantages is overly involved by intense 
privateness worries of end-users and privacy concerns of service providers. In order to overcome these excessive 
issues, mainly for privateness-crucial application regions including assisted dwelling and public mobility assistance, we 
offered our comprehensive approach to privacy inthe cloud-based IoT that addresses stop-customers and service 
developers at the identicaltime. As result of effort, we provided the UPECSI approach containing a complete set of 
technologies together with organizational measures tocomprehend user-driven privacy enforcement for cloud-based 
services in the IoT. 
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